CIRQL

CIRQL

Armchair, central base
Design by Werner Aisslinger | Item code: 104002 | Weight 4,9 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,29 m 3/11 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: With CIRQL, Werner Aisslinger draws on DEDON’s unique hand-weaving heritage. The output: an
unmistakably fresh and new outdoor collection. Based on round, friendly shapes and a sophisticated geometric woven
pattern, CIRQL manages to be both iconic and inviting.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric
Armchair, central base: This iconic, low-maintenance armchair comes with a circular base and a seat cushion.
Frame: CIRQL is made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushions

Features

Seat cushion: 95104001 + fabric code
080
onyx/carbon

144
bluestone

Cover

Please see fabric options fact sheet

56104002000

143
jade

131
saffron

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Cushion
holder

CIRQL
Armchair

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Item code: 104001 | Weight 3,9 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,29 m 3/11 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: With CIRQL, Werner Aisslinger draws on DEDON’s unique hand-weaving heritage. The output: an
unmistakably fresh and new outdoor collection. Based on round, friendly shapes and a sophisticated geometric woven
pattern, CIRQL manages to be both iconic and inviting.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric
Armchair: This iconic, low-maintenance armchair comes with a four-legged base and a seat cushion.
Frame: CIRQL is made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushions

Features

Seat cushion: 95104001 + fabric code
080
onyx/carbon

144
bluestone

Cover
Please see fabric options fact sheet

56104001000

143
jade

131
saffron

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Cushion
holder

CIRQL
Lounge chair

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Item code: 104003 | Weight 4,6 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,49 m 3/17 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: With CIRQL, Werner Aisslinger draws on DEDON’s unique hand-weaving heritage. The output: an unmistakably
fresh and new outdoor collection. Based on round, friendly shapes and a sophisticated geometric woven pattern, CIRQL
manages to be both iconic and inviting.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric
Lounge chair: This iconic, low-maintenance lounge chair comes with a four-legged base and a seat cushion.
Frame: CIRQL is made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushions

Features

Seat cushion: 95104003 + fabric code
080
onyx/carbon

144
bluestone

Cover
Please see fabric options fact sheet

56104003000

143
jade

131
saffron

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Cushion
holder

CIRQL
Stool

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Item code: 104004 | Weight 3,1 kg/ 7 lbs | Volume 0,1 m³/4 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: With CIRQL, Werner Aisslinger draws on DEDON’s unique hand-weaving heritage. The output: an
unmistakably fresh and new outdoor collection. Based on round, friendly shapes and a sophisticated geometric woven
pattern, CIRQL manages to be both iconic and inviting.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric
Stool: This iconic, low-maintenance footstool may be used alone or in combination with the lounge chair.
Frame: CIRQL is made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

Fiber standard

Additional items

Cushions

Features

Seat cushion: 95104001 + fabric code
080
onyx/carbon

144
bluestone

Cover
Please see fabric options fact sheet

56104004000

143
jade

131
saffron

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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Cushion
holder

CIRQL
Side table

Design by Werner Aisslinger | Item code: 104036 | Weight 5,1 kg/11,4 lbs | Volume 0,1 m³/4 cu ft
Measurements

Collection: With CIRQL, Werner Aisslinger draws on DEDON’s unique hand-weaving heritage. The output: an
unmistakably fresh and new outdoor collection. Based on round, friendly shapes and a sophisticated geometric woven
pattern, CIRQL manages to be both iconic and inviting.
Characteristics: Fresh, friendly, transparent, iconic, archetypal, geometric
Side table: This iconic, low-maintenance side table comes is available with an optional metal tabletop.
Frame: CIRQL is made of DEDON Fiber woven over an powder-coated aluminum frame.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.

Additional items

Fiber standard + tabletops

+
080
onyx/carbon

+
329
black

144
bluestone

+
143
jade

144
bluestone

56104004000

+
133
nori

131
saffron

Cover

131
saffron

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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